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Want to be a
Guest Writer?
Do you have a story to
share? Is your city, special
district or county doing
something interesting?
Whether it’s an exciting
new program or how
you managed a complex
issue, we want to hear
about it. If you would like
your story to be featured
in an upcoming CACEO
Newsletter, contact
Ashley Bradley at
ashley@caceo.us.

The unfaltering and
sustainable employee
By: Mike Jiles, Code Enforcement Officer II, City of San Bernardino
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I have been in code
enforcement for more
than seven years, I finally had the pleasure of
experiencing my first CACEO Annual Seminar. For
those of you who attended, thank you for your
continuing support and participation in CACEO,
and personally, thank you for your wisdom
and stories. For those of you who missed the
seminar, you missed an amazing experience and
a wonderful opportunity to meet, share, and learn
from others across the state.
Throughout this year and during the seminar, as I
talked with other professionals, I noticed that even
in discussions of successful projects, many of you
expressed fear, frustration, or hopelessness at the
future of your agencies. In this tough economy,
local government faces dwindling revenues,

lost resources, and fewer employees to provide
essential city services. Many of you voiced
concerns that the economy and elected officials’
lack of adaptation to these events took the focus
away from your agencies most vital resource –
each and every one of you.
As employees of public and private enforcement
agencies, we are tasked with a sometimes
dangerous, many times burdensome, and certainly
thankless job. Yet, we protect those with little
desire to protect themselves, negotiate with those
whose long-term behavior caused the misery
that embroils their properties, all while adhering
to a myriad of policy, laws, and conflicting
council and community desires. When we add
the frustration of misguided political attacks on
continued on page 3
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First of all, thank you
for electing me as your
President for 2011, and
re-electing me to serve
as your President in
2012. I truly appreciate
the confidence and
Billy Owens
support our members
give all of our Board members and Officers year
in and year out.
In my time on this Board, I have seen the tireless
work put in by the members of the Board and its
associated committees. These men and women
truly do the heavy lifting behind the scenes, which
keeps our code enforcement organization at the
forefront of public safety and legislative issues in
communities throughout California.

In closing, the next year will continue to pose
challenges to local code enforcement offices
and this organization alike. It will be up to us
as officers and you as members of this great
organization to meet and rise above those
challenges. With the talent and skills of all our
members, I am confident we will be successful in
overcoming these challenges and furthering the
profession of code enforcement officer.
I look forward to seeing you all in Disneyland in
2012.

The 2011 Annual Seminar
exceeded our expectations in
both atmosphere and quality of
the educational programs that
were presented.

The 2011 Annual Seminar exceeded our
expectations in both atmosphere and quality of the
educational programs that were presented. Smith
Moore & Associates’ staff handled issues as they
arose and put their best foot forward once again.

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR’S REPORT
In some organizations,
or just social situations in general, there’s
a stand-offish attitude
from the group when
a newcomer arrives.
The new person often
Melissa Dixon
feels ostracized and
unwelcome, and quite
possibly judged. One of the things that made me
want to work with CACEO—and why I continue
to love this group—is that when someone new
comes to a CACEO event, he or she is welcomed

You truly are the first responders
in our neighborhoods, and often
receive neither the respect nor
credit you deserve.

with open arms! No matter who the person is—a
fellow CEO, a member’s spouse, a new staff person—they are instantly accepted.
I believe this trait, this willingness to accept
people, is what makes you good at your jobs.
You have the ability to read people and know instinctively how to put them at ease. You’re always
ready with a smile, and you have no idea how
nice that is to “come home to” every day at work.
I could tell you more about the standardization
we’re trying to get legislatively required, and I
could tell you about the 2012 Annual Seminar at
Disney’s Paradise Pier—but I wanted to instead
take this moment to say thank you for all that you
do in our communities. You truly are the first responders in our neighborhoods, and often receive
neither the respect nor credit you deserve. While
I know this message won’t change that, hopefully
reading it will bring a smile to your face, just like
thinking of you does to mine.
I look forward to seeing you all again next year in
Anaheim.

MISSION STATEMENT
CACEO exists to promote and advance the profession of code enforcement while serving and supporting its members by: Offering comprehensive
education and certification, Providing legislative advocacy on issues of importance to the code enforcement profession, Facilitating a network for
an exchange of information and technology.2
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The unfaltering and sustainable employee (continued from page 1)
public employees, fears of lay-offs, diminished paychecks, loss of
co-workers and management support, we find that hopelessness is
not far behind.

of-Famer Bill Bradley once remarked, “Respect your fellow human
being, treat them fairly, disagree with them honestly, explore your
thoughts candidly, work together for a common goal, and help one
another achieve it.” Each of us must recognize that success depends
on what we as individuals can achieve together, and as essential
as it is for managers to create supportive cultures, each of us must
realize how vital we are to the success of our organization.

As management struggles with increasing employee productivity
and employees struggle with a genuine loss of morale, motivation,
or support, many managers begin to ignore the indefinable needs
of individual employees. Yet, the lack of productivity, the loss of
motivation, and the frustration of employees results directly from not
making employees the priority. President John Quincy Adams once
wrote, “If your actions inspire others to dream more, learn more, do
more and become more, you are a leader.” Adams understood it is
not money, power, nor strict control that inspires people to succeed.
Instead, managers must focus on each employee by understanding
their troubles, supporting their actions, collaborating on goals, and
encouraging them to succeed personally and professionally.

Hopelessness, frustration, and fear are symptoms of the many
setbacks suffered by public employees, perhaps personally and
certainly professionally. As I listened to this lack of confidence in
our profession from both employees and managers, I realized we
are more alike than each of us realize. The old adage “one leg at
a time” comes to mind, but many of us send quick text messages
ending with “U.” This letter represents an individual who we wish to
communicate, engage, and interact with. When they respond in kind,
“U” represents our self. Who are you and who are they, what do they
need? Are they productive or complacent? Is their worldview selfcentered or based on service to others? What is yours?

What managers need to remember is that supporting the success of
our most valuable resource (our people) is fundamental to the success
of your department. Sadly, many have perceived a lack of support
from all levels of public management, and perhaps that is expected
in hard times as we become preoccupied with budget battles and the
community’s constant conflicting demands. Even so, management must
never forget to empower each employee. Today, the strong manager
lives and breathes a genuine support for their employees, understands
their motivations, encourages supportive behavior, and creates work
places that value and support every employee because confident
employees are the only key to sustainable success.

When we think as “US” we build the
mental bond that creates the enduring
support we need to navigate through
pressures and setbacks.

However, as public employees, we also have a responsibility
because we are leaders in our communities, whether or not we wish
for that duty. Even as hope dissipates, the question that needs to be
asked is not, “How will my agency help me more with less?” but
rather, “What can I do better with what we have?” Basketball Hall-

As managers and employees, we must eradicate from our
professional thoughts, both the selfish and cynical. Instead, we must
think of how can we “S”erve. “U” becomes “US,” which means
you/serve, but combined together the two letters form a bond that
represents togetherness, trust, cooperation, and mutual support
even when events, elected officials, the public, management, or
peers lead your confidence astray. When we think as “US” we also
build the mental bond that creates the enduring support we need to
navigate through pressures and setbacks.
As “U” becomes “US,” we find only in this combination can “US”
have a “USE.” As employees working together, we find our use in the
community, in our agency, and within ourselves. So how do we use
our talents, attitude and training? Are we useful every day, or have we
become useless to our employees, employers, peers or community?

AAA HOARDING &
BIO-HAZARD REMOVAL

As managers and employees, together or separate, we have to
endure challenges and frustrations but each of us must re-focus
daily to foster and understand that the level of our combined
confidence builds the intensity of our hope in our agencies. So I
ask myself the same question that I now ask all of you - What will
I be today? Will I be a user? Will I be useless? Or will I learn the
power of success and confidence in being useful - together?
Mike Jiles helps others learn through CACEO, and is a technology
and process management consultant. He can be reached at
MikeJilesConsulting@live.com.
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Memories
from
CACEO’s 2011 Annual Seminar
By Anthony Moreno, Senior Code Compliance Officer, City of La Quinta

...the opportunity to network with
approximately 200 code enforcement
professionals from different agencies was
enjoyable and beneficial.
4
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I WOULD LIKE TO THANK
THE CACEO BOARD FOR ITS
UNRELENTING DRIVE AND
DEDICATION IN ARRANGING
THE 2011 ANNUAL SEMINAR
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The classes provided a broad range of courses such as human
trafficking, medical marijuana concepts, officer safety and
other relevant subjects. The level of the instructors provided at
the seminar was impressive. Their approach to teaching and
experience in their related fields made the classes interesting,
enjoyable and beneficial for use in the daily function of our duties.
The class on officer safety, “Flight, Fight or Comply,” provided
fast-paced exposure from a law enforcement point of view on
how to read signs that could present code enforcement officers
and other related field personnel with critical, life-threatening
situations. The curriculum provided has improved my awareness
and safety in the field.

held at the Asilomar Conference Grounds in Pacific
Grove, California from September 6 through 9. I
appreciate the Association providing an education
program that keeps us on the cutting-edge
of current issues facing our communities and
municipal and county governments.

With regards to inter-agency cooperation, the class, “Blight
Busters,” demonstrated how agencies working together with fire,
police, code enforcement, county health and other agencies can
streamline and coordinate their manpower and resources for a
more effective outcome.
Special thanks to the vendors form the Exhibitor’s Showcase who
provided attendees with tools to be on the forefront of technology
and for provided contract services that allow us more time to
accomplish priority issues.
In retrospect, the opportunity to network with approximately
200 code enforcement professionals from different agencies was
enjoyable and beneficial. My most enjoyable memories were
walking on the beach soaking in the sound of crashing waves,
watching body surfing, joking with new friends, window shopping
on Cannery Row, a night drive enjoying the Victorian homes, and
the beach barbecue and after parties.
A parting thanks to the CACEO Board, membership, vendors,
instructors, fellow classmates and new friends for making the 2011
Annual Seminar a success.
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Jason Andrews, Stone Meadow Benefits, CACEO Health Consultant

Life as a code enforcement officer
CACEO members shared their fondest memories,
proud moments, and life threatening situations they’ve
encountered as code enforcement officers. Read
their stories for inspiration and a reminder about the
importance of the code enforcement profession.

NEW LIFE IN CODE ENFORCEMENT
By Renee Souza - Code Enforcement Officer,
Richmond Police Department

In

2005, I was hired as a code enforcement
secretary with the City of Antioch, and
within one year, I was offered a position as a code
enforcement officer. My life was at an all time
high, I was newly married and had a whole new
outlook on life in general. I set out to be the best
code enforcement officer that I could possibly
be. Not only did I love my job, but I honestly had
the best supervisor (Denise Skaggs) and manager
(Ryan Graham) that anyone could only hope for.
My co-workers were like family to me. I couldn’t
be happier.
In March of 2008 our City Manager announced
that the City was in a deficit and the City would
be forced to lay-off some employees. I thought
our positions were “safe” as we were bringing
in revenue. To my surprise, our entire division
of Code Enforcement was handed pink slips.
One by one, I saw my co-workers pack up and
leave. It was devastating to all of us. I felt like
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my future had come to a screeching halt. For the
next couple of years I searched and searched
for a code enforcement position with no luck,
that is until I finally saw a posting for the City
of Richmond. I got called into my first interview
in 2010 and was ecstatic! However, during the
interview they told me that they were on a hiring
freeze because of the contract with the Chevron
Refinery. My hopes of becoming another code
enforcement officer seemed very dim. While a
passenger in my husband’s car in the beginning
of 2011, I got a call on my cell phone that
showed “City of Richmond.” I screamed so loud
I thought we were going to get into an accident.
It was a phone call from Theresa Tingle (my now
supervisor) asking me if I was still interested in
the position as code enforcement officer. I think I
just yelled “YES!” and don’t recall the rest of the
conversation. Needless to say, I was excited and
also apprehensive. Will they like me? Will I fit
in? What will Richmond be like? What about the
commute? All these are things that went through
my head. I am happy to say that I have been
working as a code enforcement officer with the
City of Richmond since February 1, 2011 and I
couldn’t be happier! I am doing what I love to
do. My supervisor Theresa Tingle, my manager
Tim Higares and all of my co-workers were so
welcoming and supportive; they have grown to
be another extension of my family. Through the
support of my family and my faith, I was able to
make it through this difficult time.
So, if you are experiencing the same difficulties,
be persistent, don’t give up. There is a light at the
end of the tunnel. When one door is shut, another
one will open!
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CODE ENFORCEMENT OFFICER FLAGGED
DOWN TO STOP ROBBERY
By Glenn Waggoner Jr. - Sr. Building Compliance
Officer City of Moreno Valley, - Retired

FROM PARKING CITATION HEARINGS TO CODE
ENFORCEMENT SUPERVISOR
By John Van Doren - Sr. Code
Enforcement Officer
10 years ago, after retiring
from a dual career in sales
management and local elective office, I returned to
school to get my degree in public administration.
To help out my friend Clarke Moseley, who was
the City Attorney in El Monte, I began conducting
hearings on parking citations. Clarke was confident
I’d give the appellants, and the City, a fair hearing.
It seemed that their previous hearing officer was
a former police sergeant who consistently ruled
against the City. Perhaps he hadn’t retired as well
as he had hoped!

About

While

conducting routine inspections
in my city marked vehicle in
May 2009, I was flagged down by a very hysterical
male who had just informed me that his store
was robbed at gunpoint. I was asked to call 9-11 from my phone and while doing so, the male
subject pointed the robber out to me who was
escaping by bicycle. I immediately called 9-1-1
and advised the operator of the events and added
that I could see and describe the robber. I pursued
the robber in my city vehicle and when observed
by the robber, he spun around and opened gun
fire on me. Fortunately, no rounds struck me
or the vehicle. I remained on the line with the
9-1-1 operator advising “shots fired” and while
the robber/gunman fled, I continued following
the suspect despite hearing directions from the
9-1-1 operator to cease my pursuit. The gunman
turned a second time and opened gun fire once
again and gratefully missed again. Not wanting
the suspect to get away, I continued my pursuit
watching the gunman throw the bag of cash into
a tree lined area while trying to make his escape
into the neighborhood. As police units began to
arrive, I flagged down units and described the
suspect, direction of travel and the dispensing of
the loot. Within 10 to 15 minutes, the robber was
caught then identified by the store patron and the
cash recovered. Despite the known hazards and
probably stupid pursuit of this suspect, all turned
out well and the conviction occurred; he is resting
comfortably in prison for armed robbery and
shooting at a city employee (attempted murder).
I wasn’t concerned for my safety, but angered by
this person’s actions and knowing he wasn’t going
to get away with his crime. I served two tours in
Vietnam and my instincts kicked in.
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Anyway, after about a year, I began handling appeals of zoning and code enforcement
citations, admittedly more interesting and challenging than parking tickets. As I was
adjudicating these citation appeals, it occurred to me that despite having been a city
councilman and mayor in a nearby town and knowing something about community
standards, I knew very little about code ENFORCEMENT! I found the website of
what was then SCACEO and began taking classes at various levels as I could fit them
around my university classes. By the way, my last successful ruling for the City of El
Monte was to uphold the Police Chief’s denial of a massage parlor license.
When I interviewed for the position of Code Enforcement Supervisor for a city in
Orange County, a panelist noted that I had completed half of the 20 classes, all on my
own time and my own dime. Stating something like, “You really want to get into this
business, don’t you?” and passed me on to the Community Development Director,
who hired me at the end of the second interview.
Two of my three officers with 18 and 25 years in title respectively, had never set
foot inside of a code enforcement classroom. Because I was able to demonstrate my
knowledge and understanding of their duties, and communicate my expectations,
they eventually adjusted to the idea of working for a supervisor who had never been
an officer in the field. Well, one retired early, and the other stepped up his game
enough to be promoted to something he preferred to be doing, and from which he
later retired. I can definitely attest to the value of self-improvement through education,
and to the excellent training I was able to complete and put into practice because of
the fine efforts of the code enforcement professionals of CACEO!
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Customer Service = Resolution®

The Community Initiatives Department has provided
presentations to statewide associations across the
nation. We would be happy to share with you a free
presentation of effective resources and solutions.

What you will learn:

Put us on your 2012 Calendar
Call to schedule your presentation

Community.Initiatives@safeguardproperties.com

800.852.8306

x 1392

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Free tools and resources to find responsible parties
Innovative solutions to meet, expedite compliance
Preservation activities during & following foreclosure
Roles of field services companies in your community
Approaches for opening the lines of communication
The many benefits of partnership and collaboration
Our common goal to preserve properties & maintain
the integrity of neighborhoods

Safeguard Properties is the largest privately held mortgage field services
company in the country. Although our clients are mortgage servicers, we
work with communities to address vacant properties.
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